
This document provides examples of what people have said about the proposed housing development 
for Victoria Quarter

Victoria Quarter East Barnet Proposed Development: What People Say



The majority of people who have commented object to the development.
A small number of people have formally supported the scheme – the majority of these do not live in the area.
Objections include comments about breaches of planning guidelines; impact on the local area (services, 
infrastructure, character of local area, congestion); insufficient consultation.

What people say: Summary



What people are saying:
Local non-political organisations oppose the development

Barnet Cycling Campaign

Proposals to improve active travel are minimal and we have 
objections on grounds of highway safety and traffic generation. 
Disabled persons’ access in the area is also problematic.

Save New Barnet:

Planning Officers and Councillors need to clearly see the level of 
opposition to this development being proposed by Fairview New 
Homes.

The Barnet Society

The Committee is minded to object strongly to the proposal to build 
652 homes in 14 blocks on grounds of scale, height and density.

We accept the principles of redevelopment of brownfield land and 
higher density near transport hubs where appropriate, and we 
supported the scheme for 305 homes that was given planning 
permission in 2015, subsequently increased to 371. This current 
proposal, however, is a massive overdevelopment of the site and is not 
a design of high quality. 



“We believe that the application should be refused 
because it contravenes a number of planning rules 
and would damage the quality of life and local 
environment for New Barnet residents. It would also 
set a dangerous precedent for similarly damaging 
development in the constituency. Any merits this 
application might have are demonstrably outweighed 
by its adverse impacts. In our view, the developers 
should be advised to revert to the original plans for 
which planning permission has been granted.”

What people are saying:
Theresa Villiers MP and Cllr Felix Byers oppose the development



Out of 147 responses

87% said that the height of buildings in Barnet should be 6 storeys or less

Regarding the development most people agreed or strongly agreed with the following statements:

The proposal has too many flats for the size of the site 90%
The buildings are too tall to fit in with the surrounding area 89%
There should be a greater proportion of family homes 82%
There should be a mix of houses and flats 82%
There should be one parking space per property to avoid people parking on surrounding roads 80%

What people are saying:
Save New Barnet housing development survey



People were asked to make additional comments on the proposal. Responses were about the following 
topics:

concerns relating to the impact on local infrastructure and environment 35%
concerns about the design 27%
the development is out of character and impacts on views 12%
lack of trust in the planners or the planning process 11%
encouraging use of transport other than cars and having less car parking 5%
there should be more car parking 4%
the development will have a positive impact on the local area 4%
there should be no development at all 2%

What people are saying:
Save New Barnet housing development survey



What people are saying: objections dwarf level of support
Public comments on Council Planning application website*

Supporting: 23

5 from residents in EN4/5 postcode

18 comments of support were posted between May 

17-19 from residents in:

Saffron Walden; Telford; N16; NW7 SW11; EC1N; N6; 

E9; N7; SE6; E3; N15; W1T; SE10; NW6; SW1P; SW13; 

E5.

A local resident tweeted on May 17 asking for his 

followers to “show the love” for the application.

*As at midday 03/06/2020

Objections: 610

The Barnet Society, Save New Barnet and  Theresa 
Villiers MP have encouraged residents to object and 
have provided some guidance.

Barnet Cycling Campaign has objected on behalf of its 
300 members confining its response to the 
implications for transport.



What people are saying in support EN4 and EN5
Public comments on Council Planning website

I support this development, because we desperately need more 
affordable housing in Barnet.
While I would have preferred the original plan, which was more 
sustainable, I believe continuing to object to all development in that 
empty lot is more harmful than allowing construction to begin.
We cannot simply sit on valuable land while the perfect development 
plan materialises.
This most recent plan is not a massive overdevelopment and will allow 
New Barnet to continue regenerating. (EN4)

I feel this type of redevelopment would be an excellent opportunity to 
rejuvenate the New Barnet area and raise its status aligning it with 
other surrounding towns. It will give better access those wishing to 
move to London's suburbs, it will bring more life to New Barnet's 
recreational/social scene and greater outdoor spaces -I live very close 
to the redevelopment site and I 100% support the proposal. Thank 
You. (EN4)

A perfect location to build much needed housing (EN5)

By providing secure cycle parking this development enables those 
seeking an apartment but wishing to own and use a bicycle which is 
poorly provided for in the local area and the Borough as a whole. I 
believe this application's approval should be subject to the following 
conditions:
Section 106 commitments in relation to local education, health, public 
realm and transport.
Design approval to ensure that the cycle storage component complies 
with the relevant parts of the London Housing Supplementary 
Planning Guidance and TFL's London Cycling Design Standards 
including the exclusion of impractical "Wheel bender" type stands or 
those where users are required to lift their bike. (EN4)

London is in the midst of a chronic housing crisis and a site such as 
this - close to a suburban train station, a high street and open space -
is the ideal location for new homes. The new application for the 
redevelopment of this site is an improvement both in its design and 
the number of homes it delivers when compared to the previous 
proposal. I am happy to give my support to this much-needed 
scheme. (EN4)



What people are saying in support outside of the area
Selected Public comments on Council Planning website

Optimising the development of this type of sustainably located brownfield 

site is critical to London's social and economic future. Whilst matters of 

design and affordability should rightly be scrutinised, the principle of high 

density housing on this site is beyond question in policy terms. (SW11)

Fantastic opportunity to build desperately needed new houses. (EC1N)

London needs lots of high-density hub's near its rail stations. (E9)

London is in the midst of a housing crisis and the redevelopment of this site 

is an improvement, the new application increases the number of homes 

delivered and improves the design of the site. The proximity to to a 

suburban train station, a high street and open space makes it an ideal 

location for more new homes. (Telford)

This looks like a sustainable and well designed scheme. Close to public 

transport, appropriately dense given proximity to the park and 

development will remediate some otherwise underused land. 

It will also been accordance with the new London Plan.

Well done to the architects and planners that got it to this stage. (N16)

A well considered low rise urban development with an excellent 
setting, good connectivity and in an area more than able to support 
this increase in housing numbers. More of this for London is what we 
need, not less. Local MP should be ashamed of her behaviour here. 
This scheme is broadly local policy compliant and is compliant with 
the GLA guidance on sites of this nature. (W1T)

Any high density residential-led project in London near stations should 
be supported. Please approve this project  (SE10)

Objections based on a the site being reliant on foot, cycle or buses to 
move around locally should be ignored utterly. This fits the objectives 
of the London plan. We should want young residents of new 
developments to live largely on foot, cycle or using public transport. It 
is a perfect site for this due to the proximity of the station 
development. (SW1P)

Location use and density all consistent with NPPF. The principle is fine. 
(SW13)

This is precisely the sort of development that we need to tackle our 
interrelated housing and climate crises; mixed-use density near public 
transport. I therefore support this proposal wholeheartedly. (E5)



What people are saying: objecting (EN4 and EN5)
Selected Public comments on Council Planning website

Totally out of character with the surrounding area. Too densely packed 

units; overdevelopment. Too high; will be able to see the estate from a 

considerable distance spoiling the view of the area and overwhelming the 

area.

The last thing we need is a huge development which does not provide the 

infrastructure needed to cope a large Influx of people and cars. Surely the 

current situation shows we need space and open areas.... Not densely 

populated developments.

Surely the current serious epidemic of COVID 19 has demonstrated that 

London is now overcrowded. The lockdown imposed by our Government 

has lead to a clearer, healthier, less polluted and a better environment to 

live in.

I understand that we need more housing but large Developments such as 

this are now no longer the solution. I urge Barnet Council to learn the 

lessons from the recent events and severely reduce the number of 

dwellings being proposed through this development.

I'm shocked to understand there are almost no houses planned and 
this is basically an estate of flats! Exactly NOT what the area needs. I 
live in a large 90's build development (clearly designed for first time 
buyers/singles/couples), purchased here single - now have a partner & 
2 toddlers in a two bed flat...it's not fun.

The planners are absolutely joking - if they actually understand the 
local demographic they would realise the actual need for affordable 
houses (so families like mine could move out of flats and non families 
could then move to existing flats in the area). By building all these 
flats they are just creating larger problems further down the line, 
singles/couples will move in...a few years later...surprise surprise they 
will be families like in my development, overcrowded and creating a 
generally unpleasant environment.



What people are saying: objecting (EN4 and EN5)
Selected Public comments on Council Planning website

The coronavirus pandemic has demonstrated how important local 

parks are for the rest, recreation and, ultimately, the mental health of 

local people. The availability of open spaces that are within walking 

distance for local residents, avoiding the use of a car, is vital for 

people's mental and physical well-being.

The development is located next to Victoria Recreation Ground. This is 

a modestly sized park, much valued by local people, and the new 

development will dominate the skyline on the western side of the 

park. The taller buildings in particular will be clearly visible to people 

using the park. The nature and scale of this development will damage 

views from the park and adversely affect its use as a place of 

recreation.

As a resident of Victoria Road, New Barnet, I would like to add my 
objection to the expansion of this development.

Victoria Road is a very busy cut through, It connects Cockfosters to 
Barnet and the traffic in the morning to get out onto Station Road is 
horrendous - it can sometimes take me 15 minutes to get to the end 
of the road and that's before I have even started my journey. There is 
also very limited parking in the street and I can only see this getting 
worse.



What people are saying: objecting (EN4 and EN5)
Selected Public comments on Council Planning website

I am a teacher working at Cromer Road Primary School. We are one of 2 

schools closest to and equidistant to the planned residential development. 

The other nearby school is Livingstone Primary School. Between us, we 

would presumably take in the majority of new children living in the 

development. Both of our schools are small schools, ours being a 2-form 

entry school, which has recently undergone significant rebuilding work to 

replace dilapidated classrooms. The existing work has taken space from our 

playing fields but was necessary as we are at full capacity already. I learnt 

last week that our headteacher has not been consulted at all on the new 

development; she was not even made aware of it. How can a new 

development of this scale go ahead without a dialogue with key local 

service providers?

As a threshold matter, the consultation process is inadequate, and until 

the Corona Virus restrictions are lifted so that a full consultation -

including additional public hearings - can take place the application 

should be put on hold.

The proposals go against the hard work undertaken by all parties in 
the previous application to get to a workable solution. All good will 
attained through that application will be lost with the local 
community - the very people that have to live with this massive over 
development (in both density/height), not Fairview/One Housing, not 
the councillors/planners, but the ordinary local residents of New 
Barnet.

From local grapevine, and confirmed by the gentleman at the 
exhibition I spoke to, the reason for the increase is all down to profit. 
The decontamination of the land exceeded expected cost so money 
has to be regained somewhere. It is not fair to impose this increased 
development on the local community.

It feels like the losses they've incurred from a lack of due diligence are 
being forced onto the local community by shoving more units with 
little care as to how it will affect the local area.



What people are saying: objecting (EN4 and EN5)
Selected Public comments on Council Planning website

Post COVID-19 world Barnet/London needs to consider whether high-rise 

(small) apartments are what London needs in places like New Barnet. You 

only need to see/read that there is a need to family homes/houses over 

small flats

- Views will be impacted from protected views from Kings George Playing 

Fields in Monken Hadley

- The development is out of keeping with its immediate neighbourhoods. 

Even 4 story's on Victoria road will 'tower' over most of the properties, let 

alone the sheer height of the blocks within the development that will be 

seen far and wide and impact on the wider community

- Impact to and loss of daylight due to the height and massing of the 

buildings

- 2x narrow entry/exit roads to/from the development resulting in queues, 

pollution etc.

1) proposed height of 4 of the buildings that are above the permitted 8 
storey's and will cast a large shadow over the neighbourhood and restrict 
protected day light to neighbours.

2) It will also impact on the protected view from King George Playing Fields 
in Barnet/Monken Hadley.

3) The proposed designs are not in keeping with the look and character of 
the surrounding streets and will negatively impact both the visual character 
of the area and existing property values.

4) Density. The doubling of density will be catastrophic for local services. 
Transport, policing, schooling and healthcare are already past breaking 
point in the area, with the local MP having to make several interventions 
and campaigns to protect existing campaign from further reduction. Again 
this will harm existing residents as well as new residents. In light of Covid-
19, density of developments will need to be reduced to protect residents.

5) Lack of provision of family homes. The new plans reduce the provision of 
family homes significantly and replaces them with 1 and 2 bed flats. New 
Barnet has long been a family friendly area of London.

6) Lack of outside space. The new plans reduce outside space.



What people are saying: objecting (EN4 and EN5)
Selected Public comments on Council Planning website

Objections to the planning application are as follows:

- The scheme is in breach of Planning Policy DM05 as the site is not within a strategic location as detailed in core strategy

- The scheme does not reflect the council's current thoughts on Tall Buildings as set out in the Draft Local Plan Policy CDH04.

- This scheme in breach of Planning Policy DM08 and Draft Local Plan Policy HOU02 on Housing Mix as there are no 4 bedroom properties 

compounded by only 18% of the units are have 3 bedroom.

- This scheme breaches current Planning Policy DM02, Draft London Plan Policy D6 and Draft Local Plan Policy CDH01 regarding Density of housing. 

The Proposal has housing density of up to 625 hr/ha (habitable rooms per hectare). This is in excess of the London Plan density Suburban guideline 

of 150-250 hr/ha.

In addition to the forgoing this application also is in direct breach of local planning policy and Development Management Policies

CS 1 "Protect and enhance high quality suburbs“

CS 4 "Providing quality homes“

CS 5 "Protecting and enhancing Barnet's character to create high quality places", "Protect heritage and character“

CS 6 "Promoting Barnet's town centre“

DM 01 "Protecting Barnet's character and amenity“

DM 11 "Development principles in the town centres“

DM 17 "Parking standards



The deadline for public comments to Barnet 
Council is Wednesday 17th June 2020.

Please have your say.

Have Your Say


